
 

 

Reshaping the England Talent Canoe Sprint Programme 

Talent Strategy Consultation Feedback. 

 

Firstly the England Talent Programme would like to recognise the amount of feedback that was 

received through our recent consultation on our draft strategy to reshape the England Talent Canoe 

Sprint Programme, this is truly Stronger Together in action and indicative of the collective ambition 

to drive Canoe Sprint in GB onto the next level. 

 

15 detailed responses were received from a range of clubs and individuals, everyone has clearly 

invested time and consideration in their reply. 

    

This document contains the summarised headline feedback from the consultation process.  Points 

were included that appeared repeatedly or were noted as being particularly pertinent in relation to 

the purpose of informing the reshaping of the Canoe Sprint England Talent Programme.  There were 

a number of references to the World Class Programme (or Performance Department), these 

comments have been noted and escalated to the appropriate individual but fall outside the 

consideration of this consultation. 

 

Respondents were asked to answer 3 questions in relation to the strategy, ‘What do you like about 

the strategy?’, ‘What would you change about the strategy?’ and ‘Any other comments?’  

  

1. What do you like about the strategy? 

 The fact that the process is consultative and that clubs will have the opportunity to shape. 

 The proposal of a common approach to development (WITTP/WITTW) 

 The strategy involves coaches and club development. 

 Consideration of the development of all disciplines (Canoe)-this extended to female 

development which was also mentioned. 

 Long term approach. 

 

2. What would you change about the strategy?  

 Development references rather that age (also account for how late developers/adopters 

could be supported) 

 Increased reference to the happiness and wellbeing of the athlete.  They will only stay in the 

sport if they are thriving and feel valued within the system as a whole. 

 Increased reference to none performance focused athletes, clubs cannot afford to ignore 

these members. 

 Centralisation in Nottingham of EPS and the WCP.  Particularly as this is not part of what is 

being consulted on (the Talent Strategy needs to stand on its own two feet and should be 

feeding into a ‘national performance programme’. 

 Reference/ambition of gender equity is missing. 

 Is best in the World by 2028 an achievable (SMART) target? 

 Increased support for athletes in Higher Education outside of Nottingham (not clear whether 

this is a reference to EPS or WCP). 

 WITTP needs to embrace diversity, different body types and remember that the sport is 

technically based. 



 

 Strategy is dependent on the recommendations of the Sprint Competition Review Group. 

 Use of experienced coach developers to help mentor and develop club coaches in order to 

avoid a point and shoot course delivery for the Coach Learning and Development 

Programme. 

 Use of a club development mentor in order to support a clubs delivery of its action plan. 

 How will the strategy support other none TCP clubs?  There is a risk that ambitious athletes 

gravitate to the larger TCP’s forsaking their smaller local club  Perhaps better 

linking/creation of club network 

  Removing SRS will create in some regions a big step onto the ENTS programme.    SRS 

provided learning and provision (both in day to day provision and trips/camps) beyond the 

current capacity of the club (both in terms of time and expertise).  Some clubs simply cant 

provide the elite knowledge, training and support for their athletes without regular support. 

 SRS provided for recognition (by formal inclusion and reward of kit) that athletes enjoyed, 

the first step on the ladder.  Removal of this tier will cloud the pathway relative to other 

sports (and de-incentivise athlete’s participation within it). 

 Support the clubs running regional days? 

 Suggestion of K2/K4 training days. 

 4-6 times a year where ‘Talent’ comes together in order to agree development plans and 

allow potential talent to progress to ENTS. 

 

3. Other Comments. 

 Request for formalised structuring of the club network and identification of ‘hubs’ 

 Clarity needed around ENTS structure and scaling relative to the National team. 

 Provide space for clubs to run fast local crew boats (current process is disruptive of this) 

 The current TCP’s need to be aligned to this strategy 

 Will there be opportunities for international exposure (not clear if this is in reference to 

athlete or coach). 

 Request to make public the feedback 

 Strategy needs to be supportive of all the disciplines that the club supports (typically not just 

Sprint). 

 

Once again, thank you for your support in providing this feedback, our next steps are to consider and 

review all the feedback and begin building this into final strategy that will be shared by the middle of 

May.  We then hope to host an evening at the June HPP regatta after the conclusion of racing to 

outline the changes and hear any comments and feedback.  Please follow the link HERE if you wish 

to attend this meeting).   

 

https://britishcanoeing.formstack.com/forms/england_talent_sprint_strategy_consultation_evening

